We discuss the energy scale separation induced in DNA by gaps between molecular orbital states of individual bases and by electron correlations. We also demonstrate how this separation gives rise to effective low energy models of electron transport in DNA.
Introduction
Several interesting attempts have been made by other authors to construct effective models of electron transport in DNA [1, 2] . We concentrate in our present research on some important aspects which have not been yet discussed in the full extent. They are relevant energy scales and especially their separation induced by correlation effects and by gaps between the energies of highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) and the energies of lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs). The construction of the effective model is based on the concept of dividing the molecule into "cells" which are separate molecular fragments. Provided that the separation between them is sufficient one can use the notion of orbitals associated with each fragment. In the case of DNA sequences it is natural to choose nucleosides associated with the bases, adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymine (T), as such quantum cells. It is thus clear that the effective model will have the structure of a ladder which represents the DNA helix. For each segment we restrict the analysis to HOMO and LUMO states since other states are supposed to lie too far from the Fermi energy. Such a conclusion follows both from the experimental data and from the results of earlier analyses aiming at the determination of relevant parameters. Those analyses have been performed in the framework of the valence--bond/Hartree-Fock (VB/HF) approach [3, 4] and in the framework of the local density approach (LDA) [5] .
HOMO-LUMO model
By using the above mentioned insights we start to construct an effective Hamiltonian which consists of a part H (0) determining the energy scales and of a part H (1) which can be treated as a perturbation. H (0) should contain parameters which refer to the values of molecular orbital eigenenergies and to electron correlations. The first type of above mentioned parameters includes the crucial information on the values of the gaps between different eigenenergies. The size of those gaps together with the values of the Coulomb energy contributions from different configurations set the energy scales for the phenomena related to electron transport in DNA.
It seems that the minimal form of H (0) containing all necessary ingredients is
where i and i label base pairs, l and l label strands, e.g. l = 1, 2, while o and o refer to the type of orbital, e.g. o = HOMO (H), LUMO (L). In the last term on the right side of (1) the summation is carried over contributions from pairs of orbitals which either belong to different base pairs or to different strands. U ilo refers to the Coulomb interaction between electrons in the same orbital state of the same molecular segment. U ilHL represents the value of the same potential for electrons also in a single cell but in different orbital states, while V iji l refers to the contribution from total charges generated in different molecular fragments. Z = 2 is the net charge of the segment with empty both HOMO and LUMO, and n ilo = n ilo↑ + n ilo↓ . It seems to be worth to emphasize here that the Hamiltonian part (1) describing correlation effects is more general than those used in some earlier analyses which either concentrated exclusively on HOMO states as in [4] or which dealt from the very begin with a single orbital per molecular segment, either LUMO or HOMO [6] . Since we start with a model which incorporates both types of orbitals for each molecular cell, in our approach correlations between HOMO and LUMO electrons simultaneously created in the same segment are taken into account. The Hamiltonian part H (1) which will be treated as a perturbation is related to electron transfer between nucleosides, since estimates based on the VB approach [3, 4] and on LDA [5] suggest that energy scale involved in those processes is much smaller than energies related to (409) gaps between orbital eigenenergies and to the energies of electron correlations. H (1) can be written in the following form:
The first part of (2) represents interstrand hopping inside a single base pair, while the second and the third represent the intrastrand hopping between bases belonging to nearest pairs. Since we are here interested in the effect of electron correlations and in the effect of the energy scale separation, which is induced by them, on the basic phenomenon involving electron transfer that is orbital magnetism, we have supplemented the hopping term with phase factors according to Peierls substitution prescription,
A(r)dr). The vector defining positions of bases in the pair i is (ia, ∓ cos(θ i )r/2, ∓ sin(θ i )r/2), where upper and lower signs refer to the strands 1 and 2, respectively. r ≈ 1 nm is the radius of the DNA helix and simultaneously it is also the distance between centers of bases which belong to the same pair, a = 0.34 nm is the distance between base pairs, while θ i refers to their twist angle. We use the following gauge, B = Bxŷ. Φ = Bda refers to the flux directed through a hypothetical untwisted plaquette which has been formed by two base pairs and which is perpendicular to the field.
Separation of energy scales
Both estimations based on VB [3, 4] approach and on LDA [5] indicate that the values of hopping integrals t are not much bigger than 0.1 eV, while the gaps between HOMO states and LUMO states and the energies of electron correlations are much bigger than 1 eV. Furthermore, the results of the analysis performed in the framework of the LDA scheme suggest that for both base pairs A-T and G-C, orbital eigenenergies of the first base lie much higher than the orbital eigenenergies of the second. If we choose the HOMO eigenenergy of C as the reference level, the levels of HOMO eigenenergies are located at about 2.2 eV for G, 0 eV for C, 1.3 eV for A and 0.2, for T, while the levels of LUMO eigenenergies are located at about 7.6 eV for G, 5.5 eV for C, 6.8 eV for A, and 5.6 eV for T. The form of those energy sequences, schematically presented in Fig. 1a for the base G-C, and the smallness of the hopping integrals t suggest that low energy excitations, such as the example depicted in Fig. 1b , will involve only a single frontier orbital for each base. In the case of bases G and A for which HOMO and LUMO levels lie high, HOMO will play the role of the frontier orbital, while in the case of bases C and T for which HOMO and LUMO levels lie low LUMO will play the role of the frontier orbital. By using this observation we may substantially simplify both segments of the Hamiltonian. The part which sets energy scales is truncated and transformed to . That choice guarantees that the third term in (3) representing the interorbital intrabase Coulomb interaction is active only if LUMO is the frontier orbital and HOMO is always full in the low energy sector of the physical space, while it is inactive when HOMO is the frontier orbital and LUMO is empty. The fourth term represents the Coulomb potential of net charges located at different bases. By comparing states depicted in Fig. 1a and b we easily see that Eq. (3) gives the correct value of the energy difference. First three terms produce contributions to that difference, C − G , −U G , 2U CHL , respectively. Also the fourth term produces the correct value −1 (in the units of e 2 ) for the product of net charges at bases G and C. The results of the analysis performed in the framework of the VB approach suggest that for the parameters V iji l we may use the values of the bare Coulomb potential
where R ij represents the position vector of the base in the pair i, the strand l. For the important case of two nearest pairs we use the notation V t for potentials of charges at bases belonging to the same pair, V l for charges at bases belonging to different pairs and the same strand, and V d for bases belonging to different pairs and different strands. The hopping part of the Hamiltonian also gets simplified,
Conclusions
The full derivation of the Hamiltonian describing the relevant low energy sector of the physical space for the problem of orbital magnetism in DNA will be presented elsewhere. Nevertheless, already the analysis performed in this report has demonstrated that due to the energy scale separation, the low energy physical space gets much reduced in comparison with the initial space for which basic interactions derived from quantum chemical considerations have been defined. This observation opens promising perspectives for research performed by means of analytical as well as by means of numerical methods.
